
Helpful Hints 

 There are two kit options- Metallic or Standard.  The crystal balloons are 

considered ‘metallic’ balloons for the purpose of ordering kits. 

 The different finishes on the balloons: 

o Metallic-Pearly shiny finish (best seen with Pearl White balloon) 

o Crystal – See through coloured (best seen with Crystal Yellow balloon) 

o Standard- Plastic-type finish (best seen with White balloon) 

 We have made the colours of the balloons as close as possible to the actual 

balloon colours - please be aware though that the digital colours may vary slightly 

from monitor to monitor.  If you need to match colours exactly please call us on 

4950 9561 and speak to one of our customer service staff. 

 When choosing your balloon types and colours, crystal and metallic balloons 

mix very well, however we do not suggest mixing standard balloons with metallic 

as the finishes of the balloons do not tend to match very well. 

 Silver and Pearl White metallic balloons are very similar in colour (silver is 

slightly greyer than pearl white).  We suggest that if you want to brighten your 

balloons up that you choose pearl white- you can always choose metallic silver 

ribbons in your kit to add shiny silver to your colours. 

 Because Apple Green becomes a yellow-green colour when inflated, we 

usually suggest Lime Green to customers who are after a bright green colour or if 

they already have yellow in their mix of colours. 

 When choosing the colour combinations of your balloons, don’t forget the 

ribbons!  You can either choose matching or reversed ribbon colours, single colour, 

pre-clipped or metallic.  Our friendly staff will discuss the options with you when 

you are ready to place your order. 



Metallic 
Balloons 

   
Pearl White Silver Ivory 

    
Gold Lemon Citrus Yellow Peach 

    
Orange Cherry Red Burgundy Light Pink 

    
Fuchsia Lavender Purple Light Blue 

    
Royal Blue Midnight Blue Light Green Green 

    
Apple Green Lime Green Oxford Green Copper 



    
Black Crystal Yellow Crystal Orange Crystal Fuchsia 

    
Crystal Red Crystal Blue Crystal Teal Crystal Purple 

Standard 
Balloons 

   
White Yellow Orange 

    
Red Pink Rose Lavender 

    
Cornflower Blue Sky Blue Mid Blue Turquoise 

    
Apple Green Lime Green Leaf green Black 

 


